We present two parallel implementations within the OpenMP and Charm++ frameworks of the important spectral projection O(N ) quantum chemical solver, with our recently introduced Sparse Approximate Matrix Multiply (SpAMM) as kernel. We find that the error in the energy under a finite SpAMM tolerance is well controlled while at the same time reducing the computational complexity of the solver to O(n lg n). We present parallal scaling studies of water cluster systems on up to 24,576 CPU cores. We find that the standard load balancing strategies of Charm++ lead to impressive fine grained parallelism at this scale, which is approaching 1,000 CPU cores per water molecule for the smaller systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
The electronic structure problem involves the solution of an integro-differential equation, and exhibits a computational complexity of O(N 3 ) or higher. In systems that exhibit a band gap, one can exploit the fact however, that the matrix elements of the density matrix decay exponentially with spatial separation, opening up the possibility of thresholding the matrix elements, and to convert the density matrix into a sparse matrix. Recently we proposed a novel approach to O(N ) linear algebra, the Sparse Approximate Matrix Multiply (SpAMM) [1, 2] . SpAMM is based on the N-Body solvers framework, and achieves a complexity reduction through thresholding of the product space as opposed to the vector space of the matrix.
N-Body methods are an emerging class of solvers across a broad range of applications. The N-Body framework is based on the general idea of trees (binary and higher dimensional) and an appropriate range-query function which allows to drop contributions dynamically, reducing the computational complexity of the solver often to near linear. Examples include database join operation [3] [4] [5] [6] , gravitational force summation [7] [8] [9] , the Coulomb interaction [10, 11] , the fast Gauß transform [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] , adaptive mesh refinement [17] [18] [19] , the fast multipole method [20] [21] [22] [23] and visualization applications [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] .
Recently, we introduced a generalized N-Body approach to linear algebra [1] , and demonstrated a highperformance implementation in serial [2] , extending the already broad list of applications for N-Body solvers to approximate linear algebra.
In this contribution we show how the N-Body frame- * Electronic address: nbock@lanl.gov † Electronic address: mchalla@lanl.gov work can lead naturally to an over decomposition of the problem into largely independent chunks. The finegrained parallelism is exploited in a hybrid OpenM-P/MPI approach, in which the MPI part is managed by the Charm++ run-time [31] . It is shown how a capable load balancing run-time leads to good parallel scaling up to a large number of processors.
O(N ) electronic structure at scale is typically only shown in the weak scaling limit up to a few molecules per CPU core. This is due to the fact that matrix blocking based on atom blocks is used and that it is challenging to parallelize typical sparse matrix technology. Buluç et al. [32] [33] [34] has made nice progress in this direction, however, due to the inherent limitations of the CSR algorithm, they have to randomize the matrix element order, and hence loose any chance to exploit any atom ordering.
SpAMM relies on a complexity reduction in product space. The product space is 3-dimensional and offers a much bigger opportunity of task over decomposition compared to regular 2-dimensional vector space thresholding. Operating in a higher dimensional space allows us to push electronic structure towards the strong scaling limit.
II. SPARSE APPROXIMATE MATRIX MULTIPLY
The SpAMM algorithm in its naïve recursive form was introduced by us previously [1] and we will give here only a short summary of the key ideas, and refer to the original article for more details: SpAMM falls in the class of generalized N-Body solvers and approaches matrixmatrix multiplication via a tree representation of the matrix and the recursive construction of the product in 3-dimensional convolution space under a tolerance. To this end, matrices are recursively divided into quadrants by bisection of the row and column spaces up to a predefined basic block size N b . This procedure leads to a quadtree representation of the matrix in which tree nodes contain links to their children nodes and leaf nodes store the matrix elements of a full N b × N b basic matrix. Each node is decorate with the Frobenius norm,
of its submatrix. If a particular submatrix is zero the tree terminates at this point. Multiplying two such matrices proceeds in a recursive fashion under the condition that the product of the matrix norms be above a chosen tolerance τ ,
For matrices with decay such as the quantum chemical density matrix shown in Fig. 1 , this procedure leads to a complexity reduction of the product from O(N 3 ) to O(N ) [1] . Note that the atomic coordinates of the underlying physical system of Fig. 1 were ordered along a space filling curve (we chose the Hilbert curve) to achieve the clustering of small matrix elements. Note also that it is the decay coupled with clustering of small matrix elements which leads to a complexity reduction.
We conclude this section by noting that the complexity reduction of the matrix product comes from thresholding in the 3-dimensional product space through Eq. 2 and not from thresholding in the 2-dimensional matrix element space.
A. Scalable Parallelism through Task
Over-Decomposition
SpAMM operates recursively in the 3-dimensional product space of the matrix product which offers significant opportunities for parallelization through overdecomposition, demonstrated in Alg. 1 using the OpenMP programming model: Before recursing on line 6, an untied OpenMP task is created, deferring further execution of this recursion step until the task is scheduled to execute in an available thread. Potential data dependencies are either expressed through OpenMP taskwait statements or explicit locks. This procedure leads to the creation of many light weight tree tasks and compute intensive leaf node tasks, which are load balanced by the OpenMP run-time. if tier < depth then 3:
if A ik B kj > τ then Eq. 2
5:
Create untied OpenMP task 6: multiply(τ , tier+1, A ik , B kj , Cij) OpenMP taskwait 10:
Acquire OpenMP lock on C
12:
C ← C + A × B Dense product, e.g. BLAS
13:
Release OpenMP lock on C
14:
end if 15: end function Unfortunately, the OpenMP programming model is currently restricted to shared memory architectures.
B. Charm++ Programming model
Charm++ [31] is a mature and proven run-time environment that provides perhaps the closest equivalent to the OpenMP task based parallelism discussed in the previous section on a distributed memory platform. Charm++ has consistently demonstrated high performance at scale for a wide range of applications [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] , making it a very attractive option.
The concept of a task is mapped onto a Charm++ "chare", a C++ object which encapsulates migratable code and data. In addition to so called "singleton" chares, it is possible to define multi-dimensional arrays of chares, whose elements can be load balanced transparently by the run-time. As the load balancers implemented in Charm++ work only with chare arrays, we can not adopt the simple recursive task creation scheme used in Alg. 1 and instead recast the recursion as an iteration over chare arrays, see Alg. 2.
Algorithm 2
We implemented the matrix quadtree as a set of 2-dimensional chare arrays of size 2 t × 2 t , where t is the tier. Just as in the OpenMP implementation Alg. 1, each chare stores the Frobenius norm of its sub-matrix. Since the chare arrays are full 1 , it is not necessary to store children pointers, since the array indices of the children nodes can be reconstructed. The matrix product is implemented as a set of 3-dimensional chare arrays. The multiply implementation iterates over the matrix tiers, and tests the matrix norm products in each multiply element through a broadcast message to chare array elements. In case a product falls below the SpAMM tolerance, the multiply elements underneath are flagged as disabled and short circuited in the next tier. This trick can not eliminate the O(N 2 ) computational cost in each multiplication tier, but it reduces the prefactor significantly albeit with a dense storage complexity. Finally, at the leaf tier, the multiply elements perform matrix products and store the result in a temporary location, eliminating any data dependence between results. In the last step, the temporary matrices are summed into the final matrix C.
During chare migration, the data in a chare is packed and unpacked (serialized). Allocating the OpenMP multiply in a standard linked list of non-contiguous memory chunks risks degrading performance through inefficient memory copy operations. Instead, a sufficiently sized memory chunk is allocated upon creation and the linked list structure inside stores address offsets instead of pointers, making the chunk position independent (another requirement for chare migration since the actual address space is not guaranteed to be identical after a migration).
FIG. 2:
The absolute error of the energy after roughly 40 iterations of the spectral projection method for different water clusters in RHF/6-31G * * .
III. METHODS
In a typical quantum chemistry calculation, the solution of an integro-differential equation is sought by expanding the electronic wavefunctions of a molecule into a set of atomic basis functions yielding a matrix eigenvalue problem [44] , or spectral projection [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] . The exact form and number of functions in the basis set and hence the number of expansion coefficients per atom depend on the atom type and the basis set. Because SFC ordering is applied atom-wise, matrix elements are clustered by magnitude, grouped in submatrices given by the atom type and basis set. In the following the 6-31G * * basis was chosen for quantum chemical matrices corresponding to Hilbert curve ordered water clusters. The basis set introduces submatrices of different sizes (6-31G * * : H 5 × 5, O 15 × 15), representing the native granularities embedded in the matrix structures. The matrices were generated at the Restricted Hartree-Fock (RHF) level of theory with FreeON, a suite of programs for O(N ) quantum chemistry [51] and are fully converged and without sparsification ( = 0), i.e. the matrices are fully dense but exhibit the approximately exponential decay pattern shown in Fig. 1 . The sequence of water clusters corresponds to standard temperature and pressure and have been used in a number of previous studies [10, [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] .
Previously, we reported SpAMM errors as the max norm of the difference between the SpAMM product and the dense reference product [2] . As the test systems are identical, per product errors are as well, and we focus here on the application of SpAMM in the second order spectral projection (SP2) quantum chemical solver [59] and report the energy difference between exact SP2 and SpAMM SP2, ∆E = |E τ =0 = E τ |, shown in Fig. 2 .
The OpenMP scaling studies were run on a 48 core, 4-socket AMD Opteron 6168 (Magny Cours) system running at 1.9 GHz. The Charm++ scaling studies were run on the mustang cluster at LANL, which consists of 1, 600 FIG. 3: Parallel scaling of the OpenMP implementation, shown in Alg. 1 on a 48 core AMD Opteron 6168 (Magny Cours) system. For comparison, the scaling of a dense DGEMM operation using the threaded MKL library is shown labeled "dense". The OpenMP run-time is clearly balancing the SpAMM tasks efficiently and achieves > 90% parallel efficiency at 24 threads and > 70% parallel efficiency at 48 cores.
dual socket AMD Opteron 6167 (Magny Cours) nodes with 24 cores per node running at 2.3 GHz, and a total of 38,400 cores.
IV. RESULTS

A. OpenMP scaling
In a first series of tests, we applied the OpenMP SpAMM implementation of Alg. 1 to the density matrix of the (H 2 O) 110 water cluster using different SpAMM tolerance values. Shown in Fig. 3 is the parallel efficiency, i.e. the ratio of serial time vs. time on P threads. For comparison, the parallel scaling of the dense DGEMM implementation of the MKL library is shown as well.
We find that the parallel efficiency of SpAMM is very good for all SpAMM tolerance values tested. At 24 threads, SpAMM exhibits almost 90% efficiency which drops to a little over 70% at 48 cores. The dense MKL implementation on the other hand can not take advantage of the CPU cores to the same extend and its efficiency drops to as little as 50% at 48 cores. The significant drop in parallel performance at high thread counts of the MKL is presumable precipitated by memory bandwidth restrictions.
B. Charm++ Scaling
In a second series of tests, we used the water clusters we described previously [2] . As we have previously reported the error per matrix multiply, we report here the error in the energy after a fully converged spectral projection. This takes about 40 iterations. Fig. 2 shows the energy error as a function of SpAMM tolerance. As expected, an increasing tolerance leads to an increasing error in the energy. However, the error is well controlled by the tolerance. For practical applications, a tolerance of τ ≈ 10 −8 seems reasonable. We performed the spectral projection calculation with different tolerances on an increasing number of nodes of the mustang computer cluster at LANL. The initial data distribution for the first iteration is given by the Charm++ default load balancer. After each iteration of the SP2 algorithm, Charm++ rebalances the work and data. To demonstrate the efficiency of the load balancer, we show walltime vs. cores for a tight threshold of 10 10 in Fig. 4 . While parallel scaling is good for few processors, the initial data distribution leads to poor parallel performance at larger core counts. After a few iterations however, the load balancer dynamically migrates the matrix and multiply element chares in such a way as to improve performance all the way out to 24,576 cores (1024 nodes on mustang), Fig. 5 . Typically, parallel performance of current matrix solvers goes out to a few molecules per core. SpAMM allows for a fine grained over-decomposition of the 3D product space, leading to a speedup far beyond this value. We observe that even at > 100 cores / molecule, i.e. a more than 100 fold increase in parallelism, the walltime per multiply decreases with increasing core count. This is only possible because of the over-decomposition in the 3-dimensional product space, as opposed to approaches that rely on the 2-dimensional vector space of the matrices.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this contribution, we have explored two software approaches to parallel SpAMM within a quantum chemical solver. We find that both approaches demonstrate high parallel scalability and performance on a large SMP system and LANL's mustang computer cluster. The first approach is based on OpenMP and is therefore restricted to shared memory systems. Using an appropriate runtime implementation, we find that parallel scaling is close to ideal up to 24 cores and only slightly below ideal for up to 48 cores. We speculate that the deviation from ideal as the number of threads is increased is mainly due to memory bandwidth bottlenecks and that SpAMM transitions from a compute bound implementation to being memory bound. The second approach uses the Charm++ framework and can be deployed on all major currently installed Top500 supercomputers. We find that the clean recursive implementation of the OpenMP approach can not be mapped directly onto Charm++ due to the lack of transient and fully load balanced task-like chares. Our Charm++ implementation therefore makes use of regular multi-dimensional chare arrays. Measuring the performance of the SP2 method on up to 24,000 cores of mustang, we find very good parallel scaling. We note that for the smaller water systems an allocation of over 24,000 cores translates into almost 1000 cores per water molecule. Finally, a comparison between the first and last iterations of SP2 demonstrates the performance of the Charm++ load balancing algorithms, which dynamically and persistently migrate data and work throughout the computer cluster and significantly improve the performance of SpAMM throughout the SP2.
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